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Standard data analysis deals with a n rows by p columns table of data which are considered as n identically
and independently distributed observations coming from a unique probability distribution PX of a random
vector X = (X1 , . . . , Xp ) in Rp .
First, Symbolic data analysis, as introduced by E. Diday (see e.g. [2]), consists in extending standard data
analysis methods to the case where the observed data come independently from K sources, classes or groups,
that is from K probability distributions on Rp , say P1 , . . . , PK , respectively.
Next, as multivariate joint distributions on Rp are estimable with difficulty, several types of studies are
possible. The most simple case, consists in dealing with the K × p marginal distributions Pk,j , j = 1, . . . , p
of the Pk ’s, k = 1, . . . , K, while the most complex case directly deals with the joint distributions Pk . As
distributions are actually handled through their estimators, such studies raise some consistency problems. It
can also be decided to deal with the random variables Xk,j , respectively their summarization such as their
range.
The present talk paper will present some recent results addressing a few topics: Sources identification [1],
Principal Component Analysis, Classification [4] and Concept Lattices [3] . It will be shown that interesting,
but rather non trivial, tools and notions, such as copulas, Dirichlet random distributions [5], stochastic order
[3], are needed. Some open questions will also be mentioned.
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